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ABSTRACT: My cognitive envisage says that, the remarkable technological advancement is one of the best
determinants of human celerity. So the 21st Century has brought the most revering solution for our societal ease,

Moreover it has been truly conducive for us to embellish the law abiding profession and on the other hand the
existence of societal actuality in style. Moral existence means communal acceptance and communication means to
convey the message to my opposition through the dogmatic elegance of technology. In other words it is literally
true that, we do express our self, expose our needful behavior and most notably decipher our ignited thoughts to
the others, where Smart Phone has already been the most indelible medium of communication. It has stimulated
the entire mankind to draw the best relational cameo for the perceptual life to survive.
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mute observation but communicate the fellow feeling through an ethos spirit and the elite relation in deed.
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which is drastically uplifting our destined communication process just not to discover each and other through a
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INTRODUCTION
Communication is an understandable process in
between 2 or more individuals, where all the persons
not only do share their feelings, ideas, perceptions,
envisions, realizations but to form a common objective
through a proper justification within a very short
while. It is truly essential in our day-to-day life and to
regulate our professional commitments in a befitting
manner. In this regard smart phone does play a sheet
anchor role amongst the desirous communicators,
who are really willing to communicate to reach the
destined objective and to establish rational
association. So smart phone is one of the vital
determinants now to lead the modern life style and to
communicate the agreeable message in a befitting
manner in deed. So that lot of productive relationships
is grown for each and other to be smoothly alive with
an indelible existence in this enviable universe.
Because a smart phone is an advanced format with a
unique mobile operating system in deed, which
conglomerates all the features from personal
computer and that is having high speed mobile
broadband facility already. This is one of the most
dynamic innovations in all over the World.

device for snatching the radiance of social media.
Moment the entire Globe is in the grip then people do
feel blissful to reach from one destined culture to
another just within a blink of an eye. So this Smart
Phones do have the World-Wide reputation to be
enriched communicative class at all.
Smart Phones and Multidisciplinary Impacts:
 Smart Phone has basically been assigned for
verbal communication. It is a comprehensive tool to
communicate the status of an organizational
productivity. At the same time it is truly emphatic to
organize a meeting in between professionals,
colleagues and friends at every now and then. But for
these
technological
leniencies
the
entire
organizational base has lost the traditional paradigm
in deed. As a matter of the fact is all the individuals do
pay their sincere attention to communicate through
emails and websites respectively. Apart from that,
Smart Phones do cause for miss communication as
well. Because a class of people does like social media
statements and another class do prefer physical
statements. According to my rational perspicacity all
the smart phones do have some exquisite
applications, which is truly evident from the other
applicable process in the market. Most of the people
do invest their precious time for chatting with
individuals, who are accordingly available in the same
social community site. As a result they are gradually
losing their working efficiency and they are inviting
some unavoidable organizational conflict at every now
and then.
 Smart Phone is the captivating tool for
personality development. It has already changed the
personality of human being. Each individual does lead
their life through an updated fashion and the civilized

The Glimpse of Smart Phone:
A Smart Phone is a promoted device of
communication with the most advantageous
metamorphosis. It has an alluring computing
dexterity. It is truly conducive to effect upon the
individual engagements such as Firm Productivity. In
other words Smart Phones are the most phenomenal
electronic device to capture the entire social clay. The
Smart Phone is the refulgent indication to exhibit the
class for a society. It is very true that, people of each
and every individual class do use this sophisticated
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passion in style. Smart phone has groomed their life
through the broad usage of technology.
 Smart Phone is for good standard of living.
This electronic device has been very advantageous for
good standard of human life. People are flying from
one province to another through the unique
technological growth. Where smart phone is playing a
sheet anchor role for this versatile advancement.
 Smart Phone is a great career option. As per
the modern technology students/people who are
desirous to learn this technology, they are being
undoubtedly satisfied to apply this stunning
technology for their prospective career.
 Smart Phone is a great Research Plot. As per
my envisage lot of upcoming researchers are
projecting their self for the scholastic research about
Smart Phone. So they are being gradually enriched in
terms of global recognition and foreign currency
respectively.
As per article of Abau-Shanab and Haddad
(2015), the advert of new touch technologies and the
wide spread of smart mobile phones made human
embrace technology more and depend on it
extensively in their lives. With new communication
technologies and smart phones the world really
becomes a small village. Although these technologies
provided many positive features, we cannot neglect
the negative influence inherited in these technologies.
One of the major negative sides of smart phone is
their side effects on human health. This paper will
address this issue by exploring the exiting literature
related to the negative side of smart phones on
human health and behavior by investigating the
literature related to 3 major dimensions: health,
addiction and behavior”.

This literature (Hans G. Friedel, 2013) says that,
“Smart phones have now become common place with
middle and high school students. Where as many class
room management policies prohibit mobile phone use
and text messaging in the class room, a growing body
of research has found that, mobile phones and short
message service (SMS) texting can positively
contribute to student learning by felicitating
synchronous collaborative learning provide an
infrastructure for the delivery of interactive content
and assess student learning and participation. This
mobile infrastructure can be used inside and outside
of class rooms. Researchers have recognized the
potential for these devices to foster collaboration and
extend learning opportunities by allowing anywhereany time learning.
This review of the literature examines and
summarizes the current body of research on how
smart phones have been used to raise student’s
achievement”.
Detections and Preventions:
Smart phones should be entirely prohibited
inside the class room and examination hall. If it is
found that, any student is talking or texting smart
phones inside the class room or examination hall then
he/she should be immediately penalized in deed.
Moreover no student shall be allowed to use smart
phones until their ages are minimum 18. So that, so
that they will not be able to use the ultra modern
device until they are being matured. Then it shall be
really advantageous for our confident society to stop
the miss utilization of smart phones. On the other
hand students will be concentrating more upon
education and their behavioral aggression will be
evaporated. They shall understand the social ethics
and as a result they will be gradually enriched for their
inestimable academic future and in fine they would be
the distinguished path finder for our next generation
at all.

Noticeable Impacts of Smart Phones:
 Students do lose their self-regulation of
academic advancement due to the rapid use of smart
phone.
 Smart Phone may cause the internal ham
raze of brain due to the continuous chatting and
limitless usage of ware less application protocol.
 Smart Phone damages the reflection of eye
because it is such an active medium to highlight the
social media for the adolescents.
 High smart phone users do suffer from their
problematic behaviors such as attention deficits and
aggression etc.
 Excessive use of smart phones may cause the
slipping problems for adolescents. Apart from that,
smart phone creates a real problem in the class
rooms. Students do focus on social media rather than
to concentrate upon the crucial lecture of respected
teachers.

IMPLECATIONS OF SMART PHONES:
All the social community sites like Face Book,
Twitter, and Instagram have been the ultimate
medium of communication. These have stopped the
physical movement and direct socialism already.
Moreover people are losing their social confidentiality
at every now and then. They are destroying their
utmost dignity through the bottomless use of social
media in all the regards. Therefore our decorous
society is being continuously affected. Because a real
lacuna has taken place through the fleeting change of
communication.
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I believe that, society is our cosmic platform for
our needful sustainability but it is losing the vital
uniformity through our irrational reflection of
behavior.
Corporate Social Responsibility:
1. Define a Mission: We should always think
that, why and when we shall be opting for this device
to maintain the ethical cameo of our society.
2. Global Impact: We shall have to exhibit the
united behavior. We shall have to understand the
consequence of this device and accordingly se shall
have to utilize the same.
3. Social Message: We should be providing the
justified message about smart phone. Furthermore
the value of smart phone shall have to be equally
approved from the society. Then only smart phone will
be popularized and publicized in all over the Globe.
According to Lusekelo and Juma Maimu (2015),
Smart phones act mobile entertainment unites where
a user can: watch videos, listen to music, update blogs
as well as audio and video blogging. The aim of this
study was to review the impact of smart phones on
academic performance of students in higher learning
institutions. Intensive literature review was done
finding out the disadvantages and advances brought
by smart phones in academic arena. In the future,
research will be conducted at Ruaha Catholic
University to find out weather students are fitting from
using smart phones in their daily studies and weather
do they affect their GPA at the end of the year.
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CONCLUSION
Smart Phone is the scholastic technological reaction for our diversified social realm. Successful
Communication process incorporates the entire Globe
just under the common umbrella. But it has the
winsome application not only for the hazardless
society but to reform the most disciplined civilization
through our communal academic perpetuity.
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